REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS AND DATA DICTIONARY FOR
FY 2015 FLEX PROGRAM PIMS
FORHP P ERFORMANCE I MPROVEMENT M EASUREMENT S YSTEM
M EDICARE R URAL H OSPITAL F LEXIBILITY G RANT P ROGRAM
P ROGRAM YEARS FY 2015 – FY 2017 (9/1/2015 – 8/31/2018)

INTRODUCTION
Flex grantees must complete an annual Performance Improvement Management
System (PIMS) report. This is a program requirement and listed on the Notice of
Award (NOA). Grantees will access the PIMS report through the HRSA Electronic
Handbooks (EHB), grants.hrsa.gov. For FY 2015, the reporting system will open
September 13 and reports are due November 15, 2016. Please contact your project
office with questions about PIMS reporting.
In this revised PIMS grantees are asked to report participation and improvement
by Critical Access Hospitals (CAHs) in their state.
PIMS does not reflect everything that state Flex programs accomplish. This is a
standardized, program-wide data collection tool to provide information about the
Flex Program as a whole. Project officers also use progress reports, site visits, and
individual updates to understand the Flex program in each state. We use the
standardized data collected through PIMS for reports to HRSA, as part of the
program justification measures in the yearly federal budget, and to inform Flex
Program evaluations conducted by the Flex Monitoring Team. You can review the
HRSA FY17 Budget and the FY17 Performance Report online.

PIMS REPORTING PROCESS
1. Log in to EHB and PIMS
2. Select the applicable activities for your state’s Flex program
3. Record individual CAH participation and improvement in each selected
activity
4. Record your program spending in each activity
5. Save each page and mark complete
6. Validate and submit your data
7. Your project officer will review your PIMS data and may ask for clarification
or corrections
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR FY15 REPORTING
ACCESSING PIMS
The Performance Improvement Measurement System is a
module within the HRSA Electronic Handbooks. Access EHB
using your usual username and password, then open the Tasks
tab. From this page you can select Performance Report which
will open PIMS. The screenshots in Appendix B show this
process.

SELECTING ACTIVITIES
The FY15 PIMS report has six sections: a selection page and
five sections that correspond to the five core areas of the Flex
grant as shown in the screenshot to the right. Start with the
selection page and use the check boxes to choose the specific
Flex activities that were part of your state Flex program in the
just-completed grant year. The activities are numbered to
match the numbering in the Flex Grant Guidance. The required
activities (1.01 – 1.04 and 2.01) are selected by default.
Note that in the navigation sidebar the selection page is #1 and
the core areas are #2 through #6. This doesn’t match their
numbering in the grant guidance so follow the titles, not the
numbers in the sidebar. The individual activity areas are
numbered to match the guidance.
Once you have selected activities applicable to your program,
click save on the bottom of the selection page. On the
subsequent data entry sections you will only see those activities
selected for your program. If you realize you missed an activity you can always
reopen the selection page, make changes, and save it again to update the available
activities to report. In PIMS you will report on the Flex activities that were carried
out in the past year. Usually this corresponds to your FY15 work plan, please add
comments at the bottom of the activity pages if you have deviations.

CHECKING YOUR CAH LIST
Select Quality Improvement from the navigation sidebar. The reporting page will
open and show a list of the CAHs in your state by Medicare number (CCN) and
name. The names come from Medicare provider files so they may be different from
business names in some cases. Review this list and make sure that all CAHs in your
state that were open during the reporting period are included. This could include
CAHs that were open last September but have since closed as well as hospitals that
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converted to CAH status in the last few months. The same list will repeat in each
activity area so make sure it is correct.
Stop and contact your project officer to update the database if there are any
missing CAHs, facilities that should not be on your CAH list, or CAHs with incorrect
official names.

RECORDING CAH PARTICIPATION AND IMPROVEMENT
After confirming your CAH list you can start entering data. Open the reporting page
for activities in each core area using the navigation sidebar. Activities are grouped
under Quality, Financial, Population Health/ Emergency Medical Services (EMS),
CAH Conversion, and Innovative Models. You will individually report CAH
participation and improvement for activities in all five Flex core areas.
On the reporting page, each activity area (for example 1.01, 1.02, 1.03, 1.04) will
have a list of the CAHs in your state followed by check boxes for indicating
participation and improvement. See the Definitions on page 5 for help in
understanding these terms for PIMS.
Check the box following the name of each CAH that participated in this Flex activity.
After selecting the CAHs that participated, use the second column to indicate
participating CAHs that improved on the outcome that was the goal of the project.
Many Flex programs have defined multiple projects or sub-activities in a single Flex
activity category. A CAH could meet the definition of participation in that activity if
they engaged in one of those projects or several.
We recognize that Flex Coordinators will not have information on whether some
CAHs improved or not since their projects may have been recently completed and
data collection for quality and financial measures takes time. A blank in the
“improved” column does not mean that the CAH did not improve. It merely
indicates that the state Flex Coordinator was not able to document improvement at
the time of the PIMS report.

RECORDING FLEX SPENDING ON ACTIVITIES
After the list of CAHs, each activity has a field to record the amount of Flex grant
funds spent in that activity during the year. The spending reported for each activity
will be automatically totaled at the bottom of the page to show the total funds
spent in that core area. The PDF report which you can download from the
navigation sidebar will show the total funds reported for each core area and for
your grant overall.
Report your utilization of Flex funds in each activity area. Only report Flex grant
funds; in-kind resources and money from other sources should not be included in
the PIMS report. All types of spending that directly support an activity should be
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included, for example contracted services, staff salaries, travel, and direct subcontracts to CAHs to support individual projects. We recognize that some Flex
programs accomplish much of their work through in-house staff while others use
consultants and contracts to accomplish activities. This data is intended to capture
all of the program investments that support a specific Flex activity, regardless of
spending type.
We understand that this PIMS report will be completed before the final financial
report for the grant year and so you may not have exact expenditure numbers in
some cases. Estimate spending if necessary and make a comment in the text box at
the bottom of the page.
Explanation: The suggested Flex work plan template includes proposed spending
by activity. We recognize that this budgeted amount is subject to change
throughout the year as Flex programs adjust their projects and services based on
changing needs and CAH feedback. Collecting information on actual spending for
each activity in PIMS at the end of the budget year allows us to estimate the total
Flex investments in each of the major activity areas of the Flex Program.
Non-specific spending: State Flex programs generally have some grant spending
that is unrelated to a specific activity. Examples of such non-activity-specific
spending could include staff salaries for time spent on general program
administration and expenses for travel to national meetings. Non-specific spending
should not be included in the activity-level spending reported in PIMS. In addition
to these examples, the approved indirect costs in your grant budget should not be
included in the spending reported in PIMS.

SECTIONS WITH DIFFERENT DATA ENTRY OPTIONS
Most sections of the PIMS report ask you to select participating and improving CAHs
using the CAH list and check boxes. However a few activity sections include
different data entry methods.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.09: No CAH selection, just record spending ($).
2.01: CAH selection but only to record participation, not improvement.
2.02a: CAH selection but only to record participation, not improvement.
2.04: Record number of networks receiving Flex assistance.
3.01: No CAH selection, just record spending ($).
3.05 & 3.06: Number of EMS entities participating and improving.
4.01: Number of hospitals requesting CAH conversion assistance and the
number that were unsuccessful in conversion. Please record the names of the
unsuccessful hospitals in the text box.
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SUBMITTING YOUR DATA
After entering data on each page, you must Mark as Complete and Save so that
your data will be recorded. You should save each page at least every 30 minutes to
ensure that your work session does not time out. You can save the page multiple
times before marking it complete.
Many of the pages require you to enter data before marking the page complete. If
you get a validation error of this sort that doesn’t make sense, please take a
screenshot of what you were doing and share it with your project officer.
Sections that are completed will be indicated with a green checkmark in the leftside navigation sidebar. Once all of your applicable sections are completed, select
Validate/Submit Report from the sidebar. The system will confirm that data has
been recorded on all of your sections and the report will be submitted to HRSA.

DEFINITIONS FOR FY15 REPORTING
Budget year FY15 refers to grant activities conducted from 9/1/2015 through
8/31/2016. See the grant cycle timeline in Appendix A.
Participation answers the question, “Did this CAH engage in a Flex-funded activity
intended to improve a specific outcome during the past grant year?”
•
•

•

•

The activity or activities occurred between 9/1/2015 and 8/31/2016.
Participation is an in-depth engagement intended to change something for
the CAH. Attending a state rural health conference where the Flex
Coordinator gave a state Flex update is not a significant engagement.
Conducting a chargemaster review, joining a HCAHPS quality improvement
cohort that meets bimonthly via webinar, attending a two-day TeamSTEPPS
training for patient safety are all examples of in-depth engagement that
would qualify as participation.
In many cases, state Flex programs will only report participation from a
subset of their CAHs in a given year. This PIMS data collection focuses on
CAH participation in projects where the program expects to help CAHs make
changes and show improvement. This is not measuring CAHs that are lightly
engaged in general Flex activities where the program can’t be expected to
have some impact.
A CAH may participate in one or more projects (also called sub-activities) in a
single Flex grant activity category. Both cases (one project or several
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•
•

•

projects in the same activity) should be reported as participation for the
year.
Check the box for yes, leave blank (no action required) for no. By default all
CAHs are blank, indicating no participation.
Report on all CAHs that participated in Flex activities in the reporting period
even if those CAHs closed or converted to another type of health care facility
sometime after they participated.
Do not report CAHs that started an activity but quickly dropped out or
otherwise failed to substantially participate in the activity.

Improvement answers the question, “Did the participating CAH improve the
outcome that was the target of the activity?”
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

An improvement can be any change in the positive direction.
Your Flex work plan and the outcome measures (short and long-term
changes expected) you selected for your Flex activities will reflect the
improvement(s) that you hope to see as a result of these activities. The PIMS
report should align with the work plan so Flex programs will be collecting the
necessary information to assess CAH improvement as part of work plan
tracking. For most activities the baselines and targets for these outcome
measures were defined in the work plan.
Only participating CAHs can be selected as showing improvement in an
activity.
CAHs can show improvement on one or more outcomes. Many Flex projects
target multiple outcomes and improvement on any one of the targets (short
or long term) should be counted as CAH improvement for this PIMS report.
CAHs that participate in multiple projects or sub-activities within a Flex
activity category show improvement if they improve on one or more targeted
outcomes. They do not need to show improvement on all of the projects to
qualify.
In year 2, you will be able to indicate that a CAH improved if it participated in
either year 1 or year 2 or both.
Indicate improvement in the reporting cycle when it is identified. Some
activities may not have data immediately available to assess improvement.
A check mark indicates yes, leaving it blank indicates no. By default all CAHs
are blank, indicating no improvement.
If you have no information on improvement or data is not yet available leave
the improvement box blank. This shows that the Flex Coordinator has not
observed and documented improvement by this CAH in this Flex activity at
this time.
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APPENDIX A: FLEX GRANT CYCLE AND REPORTING PERIODS
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APPENDIX B: FLEX PIMS SCREENSHOTS
PIMS User Tips
•

•
•
•
•
•

The PIMS time-out clock counts down from 60 minutes but the EHB time-out
is only 30 minutes. You must reset your timeout every 30 minutes or you
will have to log back in to EHB.
Saving a form resets your time-out clock
Viewing a different page resets your time-out clock
Page load times have been slow, it may take up to 45 seconds for some
pages to save or open.
Save pages before pausing or leaving to ensure you don’t lose any data.
For the Flex Funds boxes you must enter only whole numbers. Do not use $
signs or commas or decimal places. Any of these things will cause a
validation error.

Disclaimer: these screenshots come from the test environment. They are modeled
on the Nevada Flex information, but all data shown is entirely made up for
demonstration purposes.
Login to EHB at https://grants.hrsa.gov
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Go to Tasks

Select the performance report for your Flex grant (This is a test environment so it
shows multiple performance reports, your grant will only have one.)

Select Start which will take you to the PIMS entry page.
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On the entry page confirm that the state and reporting period (9/1/15 – 8/31/16)
are correct, then select Continue.

This will take you to the selection page.
There is a separate data entry page for activities in each core area, only the
selected activities chosen on the selection page will appear on the data entry pages.
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Due to the electronic form structure, some of the numbered activities have multiple
selection boxes. Make sure you select all of the boxes for a numbered activity if
that activity is part of your grant. For example 4.01 has four boxes that must be
selected. This issue applies to 2.02, 2.04, 3.03, and 4.01.

After selecting the applicable activities for your program, use the save button to
update the report so the correct pages are available to you.

The navigation side bar shows which pages are underway and
which are marked as complete (green check mark). A red
asterisk indicates a required page that is not started.
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Here is a screenshot of the Quality page before any data has been entered. Make
sure this list has the correct name and Medicare number (CCN) for all of the CAHs
in your state. They are listed alphabetically by name. This is the CMS registered
name for the CAH, it may be different from their business name in some instances.

Only CAHs selected for Participation can be selected in the Improvement column as
you can tell by the grayed-out check boxes. The form automatically totals the
number of CAHs selected in each section.

Non-selectable
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Some pages have different data entry formats, for example CAH Conversion only
asks about participation, not improvement. Your CAH list should include all CAHs
that were open at any time during the reporting year, including newly designated
CAHs.
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Each data entry page has a comment box, a Form Complete toggle, and a save
button at the bottom.

Once all of your data sections are complete, select Validate/Submit Report. The
system will check for errors and take you to the certification page. Check the box to
certify your report and use the submit button to send to HRSA. You can view the
report but you can’t make any changes after it is submitted. If necessary your
project officer can return the report so you can make changes.
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You can download a pdf report of the data you entered from the navigation sidebar.
However this report may be confusing. It repeats every page in the system, even
the ones where you did not enter data and this means it is very long (70+ pages).
It will probably be easier for most people to review their data on the data entry
form rather than the pdf report.
Please share any suggestions about what you would like to see on the
downloadable pdf report with your project officer. We will continue to improve the
PIMS reports for next year.
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